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engineering, uses this norm of the
inseparability of procreation fro m
marital intercourse as the basis for his
treatment of the morality of procedures that would separate the two.
Untort una tely , Francoeur makes no
rcfcrt ~ to this norm of Pius XII but
seems to think that the traditional
position is totally procreational.

Francoeur then reports on the prothat has been made in two other
Jrcas, parthenogenesis and cloning. He
suspects that even if at some future
time we should be able to trigger
virginal conception in the human female it will never have any great
attract ion as a me thod of reproduction . So discussion of the moral ity of
this possibility of the new embryology
will remain largely speculative. Not so
with cloning, whjch the author fee ls is
more relevant. Cloning, or artificial
"twinning," can already be accomplished on the lower levels of life by a
simple process of ··cutting." How it
will be accomplished on the higher
levels, particularly on the human level,
is still not clear. But there seems to be
no doubt among scientists that it can
be done. The only question is one of
time. This type of reproduction will be
completely asexual and will raise some
very basic moral issues, including t he
morali t y of the process itself.
Francoeur does not discuss the morality of asexual reproduction in itself,
but raises some very serious moral
questions connected with it. He does
not , however, show his hand in dea ling
with these questions (as he does in
other parts of the book), but is sat isfied merely to present the questions
for discussion.

6rcs~

In the last section of the book the
author updates his readers on recent
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developments in prenatal moni t ori n~
and the science of fet ology. One of tht
new techniques in this fiel d, amnio
centesis, allows the early detection o
hereditary diseases. Presently tht
brings up the question of abortion. I
this connection Francoeur complair
that few states allow the abortion of
defective child , a situation which I
attributes to ''muddling along with (
legal appara tus centuries behind o
medical capabilities." On the oth
hand, he tells us that our potential I
making therapeutic abortion (to d
pose of defective fetuses) "a techniq
of man's primitive past" comes clo
to reality every day. From this po
of view one might have to conc< e
that our medical capabilities are gr 1ually catching up with our law.
One must credit the aut hor " h
presenting a very readable and un rstandable account of the great str s
currently being made in the scient f
reproduction. He writes very well d
offers a very interesting accoun 1f
progress in this area. Any criticist n
this level would be directed
a
tendency to dramatize , and pet ps
even sensationalize, the progress l ng
made. but this is perhaps forgival 1n
an author presenting his readers" 1 a
latter-day Brave New World an an
account of what wo uld have ' ·en
considered science fiction thirl or
forty years ago. He should be ere Led
also with raising the countless testions pertinent to a moral assess ent
of these new scientific technt tcs.
What is disturbing is what seems be
a completely open-ended moral lUI·
look. The author seems to respel our
Judaeo-Christ ian t raditions in ge• ·ral,
but when it comes to specifh he
tends to put the traditional posit t n in
the worst possible light. Cer nnly
moral theology is a developing sc. nee,
and no one would want to rna .tain
that it is closed to fut ure histor But
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the past does have something to say to
the fu ture and to clo~e one's mind to
the past is as short -sighted as to close
it to the future . I am ·Jtr:ud that one is
in serious danger of domg this when,
as the author seem; to do. he puts
moral science almo~t totally at the
mercy of progress 111 the physical
sciences.

John R. Connery, S.J.
Professor of Moral Theology
Bellarmine School of Theology
Chicago, Illinois 606 15

BOOK REVIEW
The Patient as Person:
Explorations in Medical Ethics
By Paul Ramsey, New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1971. Pp. xxii+283. $10.00.

Rarely does the New York Ttmes.
Book Review Section consider a
serious, scholarly book on Medical
Ethics. On February 14, 1971 Paul
Ramsey's new book was reviewed in
this prestigious format by Michael
Novak . 'I:he review was exceedingly
laudatory of both the book and its
author. Since both Ramsey and Novak
are eastern establishment ethicians and
partners in several commissions and
~mmittees and often fun ded or seekmg funds from the same sources one
might question the objectivene~s of
the review. However, having been
present at many of the discussions
which were aimed at delineating the
problems handled and knowing Paul
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Ramsey and his scholarly and human
approach and carefully having read
Patient as Person I am happy to
reinforce much of the praise found in
the previous review. Since this review
is aimed at a far more sophisticated
audience than the average Times
reader. I will attemp t a more specific
review than that previously written.
Paul Ramsey has donated an impressive array of books and original
articles to the ethical field. Among the
list there does not exist even one
which an author might be happy to
omit from his bibliography or whi ch
he might secretly hope no one will
ever look up. The Ramsey corpus is
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scholarly and creative, carefully
thought out and philosophicaUy consistant. Otoe can Wflll salfy predict
that future theses will be written on
the ethics of Paul Ramsey. Many do
not al!ree with the Ramsey approach
or 11 presuppositions on which his
ethics ts based and many certainly do
not agree with his solutions. Nevertheless, he can not be ignored by any
serious et hician.
u prepare this book and to polish
the series of lectures whjch were published under the title Fabricated Man,
Yale Press, 1970, Dr. Ramsey spent
two six month periods as a Kennedy
supported Visiting Professor in the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Georgetown University
School of Medicine. His title was
Professor of Genetic Ethics. A wide
experience was arranged in the various
disciplines. Paul Ramsey worked in the
center of a large teaching hospital and
experienced modern medicine first
hand. He spent long hours in discussions with specialists in each of the
critical areas. His questions were deep
and probing and all who were privileged to present material and discuss
implications were amazed at his grasp
of the problems and insight into their
ramifications. The medical school
faculty profited greatly from his
presence.
1

The book which resulted from this
and other experiences is a must for
anyone interested in the field of medicai'1thics. The most sensitive areas of
medical practise are handled clearly;
traditional approaches from Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish viewpoints are
presented in a critical manner and
applied to the modern situation. Contemporary law and medical practise
and the writings of medical experts are
examined and the Ramsey approach
and solution offered. The book is pure
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Ramsey. thoughtful, searching car. ·
fully logical and filled with a dee >
reverence for life and man and u ashamedly Christian.

will be taken on behal f of the patient
and anything done wh ich is not aimed
at helping this patient, violates the
contract (covenant) .tnd redress may
be attained by lcg:1l \Uit (malpractice).
The truly difficull problems of consent are those wh ich deal with
experimentation .

Ramsey's starting point is t e
biblical norm of fidelity to covena 1
and, relying on Karl Barth, he sta• s
that covenant fidelity is the inJ ·r
meaning and purpose of our creati .!!.,..;
Early in the chapter the con trias human beings. Canons of loya ~ y
bution
of situation ethtcs is presented
govern every man's relations with is
and
discussed.
( Ram~ey is one of the
fellow man. A covenant exists betw, n
of situation ethics and
chief
opponents
men which is specialized according o
will
generally
excoriate
the approach
the relationship ; a covenant betw. :n
and its proponents whenever the
patient and physician , well and ll.
chance arises).
living and dying, researcher and " ~ bject". For Ramsey an examinatior· )f
Ramsey then approaches consen t as
how one is faithfu l to this covenar is
a covenant between men. Informed
the basic ethical question. Mod rn
consent being the cardinal canon of
science and medicine seems to I ve
loyalty joining men together in medioverawed most men and, worst :t.
... cal practice and investigation. Paramany scien tists and physicians. S ce
phrasing Reinhold Niebuhr's defense
what can be done. probably" wil be
of democracy Ramsey says "Man's
done, since valuable knowledge St ns
capacity to become joint adventurers
attainable only by questionable ex riin a common cause makes the conmentation , many so called ethi ns
sensual relationship possible; man's
seem to be rushing to canonize
.at
propensity to overreach his joint
will be or already is. Not Ramsey he
adventurer even in a good cause makes
is willing to defend each man 's 'l Cconsent necessary". This covenant
tity and privacy, to demand fidel • in
between doctor and patient is emphathe face of scientific pressure.
sized to an even greater degree by the
belief that no man is good enough to
The first chapter deals with co· <!Ill
experiment on another wit hout his
and is perhaps the best chapter i• the
consent and no man is good enough to
book. There is no problem in gc ' ral
cure another without his consent. The
medical practice which is more ' ten
requirement of consent is essential so
met and in medical experiment ion
that no man shall be degraded and
using human "volunteers'' the pru lem
treated as a thing or as an animal in
is, of course, of constant concern fhe
order that good medi cal knowledge
medical profession has demanded hal
may come of it.
in all patient-physician relation hips
there be a " reasonably free and JdeThe drive toward research and the
quately informed consent" to any
good to be obtained from it , is pushing
proceedure or examjnation perfo1 ned.
medical researchers toward an emphaIn the normal doctor-patient rei. ionsis on the ultimat e good , advancement
ship this free and informed com, ot is
of knowledge and benefit to many in
present by the fact of the cot ,ract
the future. This push on many levels
entered into. You will be my d ..;tor
causes the covenant between investiand I will be your patient. All a~ ions
gator and subject to be disregarded.·
Linacre Qua. terly
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ln a very small, word of mouth, survey
which I took among first and second
year merucal students, the basic ideas
of informed consent were praised but
in cases the drive was generally toward
obtaining the result. The ultima te purpose was to serve mankind hetter in
the future but the use of the subject as
solely,just that , was frightening.

After a general discussion of consent Ramsey presents several cases
mainly concerned with experimentation with the young. Most of the case
material in the book are factual although some hypothetical cases are
used as illustrative material. In the
chapter on consent, cases are used of
experimentation on aborted fetal
material. Such cases are of extreme
importance in the present abortion
controversy which is not treated as
such in the book. The most telling case
and the one best suited for sharpening
the principles and solutions needed is
the true case involving the use of
institutionalized retarded children in a
New England residem care facility.
Again the presenta tion of the pros and
cons of such a situation are fairly put
forward. Ramsey clearly and with
great precision of thought finally
develops his own ethical position and
solution.
Chapters on determining death, on
(only) caring for the dying, on transplant (Jiving and cadaver donors),
kidney and heart, and triage (delivery
of medical services) follow. Besides the
chapter on consent, the chapter on
care of the dying and the delivery of
sparse medical resources are in my
estimation the best, however, there are
nuggets not to be missed in the other
chapters.

r am obviously enthusiastic about
this book and hope that medical men
211

will take the time to ponder the
principles presented . Certainly this
book is an absolute necessity for anyone interested in medical ethics regardless of what their positio n might be.
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I

Rat ey's style is sometimes d ifficu lt and the cases presented , while
they add greatly to the interest and
basic understanding of the work, will
probably have an effect of da ting t he
presentation. No doub t o ther, lesser
ethicians, will update the cases but
ho pefu lly they wi ll no t lose the
Ra msey spirit.

Robert C. Baumiller, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Georgetown University School of Medicine
Washington, D.C. 20007
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